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Abstract—Radio-Frequency Identification (RFID) technology has 
been widely used in passive RFID localisation application due to 
its flexible deployment and low-cost. But current passive RFID 
localisation systems cannot achieve both highly accurate and 
precise moving object localisation task owing to tag collisions and 
variation of the behavior of tags. Most researchers increase the 
density of tag distribution to improve localisation accuracy, and 
then consider using either anti-collision process embedded in the 
hardware of the RFID reader or advanced localisation algorithms 
to enhance localisation precision. However, advanced 
anti-collision processes for RFID devices are challenged by the 
physical constraint characteristics of radio frequency; and 
improved localisation algorithm cannot fundamentally reduce the 
impacts of tag collision on localisation precision. This research 
work attempts to improve localisation precision of a passive RFID 
localisation system by using sparsely distributed RFID tags. This 
paper first defines a measure for accuracy and precision in a 
passive RFID localisation system with regard to RFID Tag 
Distribution. An exponential based function is then derived from 
experimental measurements, which reflects the relationship 
between RFID Tag Distribution and localisation precision. This 
function shows that localisation precision is mainly determined by 
tag density of RFID Tag Distribution. Based on the experimental 
findings, a sparse RFID Tag Distribution approach is proposed. 
The results show that in comparison with the conventional RFID 
Tag Distribution; passive RFID localisation system with sparse 
RFID Tag Distribution can deliver a higher localisation precision 
for the required accuracy.  
 

Index Terms— RFID, accuracy, precision, object localisation, 
Tag Distribution 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  

 
HE concept of RFID (Radio Frequency Identification), 
which is recently used in numerous industrial applications 

from asset tracking to supply chain management [1-5], has 
received significant attention among the researchers [6]. The 
fundamental of this technology is that a spectrum of radio 
frequency is used to transfer the identification information 
between two communication devices: RFID tags and RFID 
readers. Compared with the existing identification technologies 
such as barcode technology [7], the RFID technology owns a 
longer working distance and faster reading ability. Many 
researchers have considered the utilization of RFID technology 
as an alternative tracking and localisation system, particularly 
for indoor moving object localisation applications. The 
fundamental idea of this solution is to localise the moving 

object by using RFID tags as landmarks in the environment 
[8-12] [17]. This is similar to tracking robots in a dense 
environment [13-15]. A typical RFID localisation system 
consists of three stages; these are hardware selection, tag 
distribution and localisation algorithm selection. As for typical 
indoor moving object localisation applications, accuracy and 
precision are two important concepts: accuracy is the ability of 
the system being able to measure the minimum moving 
distance of an object; precision is the ability of the system being 
able to reach how closely and consistently the further 
measurements can be performed to obtain the ideal accurate 
result. In RFID localisation systems, accuracy and precision 
can be influenced by the design of RFID infrastructure and the 
choice of localisation algorithms. This paper focuses on 
studying the influence of RFID tag distribution on accuracy and 
precision in normal conditions, which are mostly under a 
non-emergency indoor environment. 
In terms of the achievable localisation accuracy, the available 
RFID based localisation systems can be generally classified 
into two major categories: active RFID localisation system and 
passive RFID localisation system. The active RFID localisation 
system uses active RFID tags as landmarks for localizing 
indoor moving objects. Due to the long effective sensing 
distance, active RFID tags can be usually distributed in 3D 
environment and applied during adverse conditions, e.g. a fire. 
A typical case is LANDMARC system [16], which is a region 
location sensing prototype system that uses active RFID 
technology for locating moving objects inside buildings. The 
major advantage of LANDMARC is that it can improve the 
overall accuracy of locating moving objects to 1 meter by 
utilizing the concept of reference tags. However, this overall 
accuracy is unstable and fluctuates due to the variation of the 
behavior of tags. Similarly, Chae and Han [18] presented a 
localisation system for mobile robots by fusing the RFID sensor 
and the vision sensor. The active RFID tags would localize the 
global position of moving robots; and then the vision sensor 
would localize the local pose of moving robots. While the 
method can achieve accuracy up to 0.25 meter, it is not a 
standalone RFID localisation system. Therefore, the key 
drawback of active RFID localisation system is that the 
localisation accuracy is limited to a meter level due to 
false-positive reading error. The RFID reader can easily detect 
some unexpected tag ID since active tags continuously send 
radio signal. On the other hand, the long latency and variation 
of the behavior of tags limits the increased accuracy and 
localisation range.  
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Passive RFID localisation systems [20-23] overcome many of 
these problems. Zhang et.al.[19] examined the possibility of 
using direction-of-arrival estimation method to localize the 
object’s position in a passive RFID tag distribution 
environment. Park et.al.[20] presented an efficient localisation 
algorithm by using highly dense passive tag distribution for 
mobile robot application, which can improve the localisation 
accuracy to 5.5 centimeters. This system reads passive RFID 
tags and computes their absolute position on the floor. The 
passive RFID localisation system can utilize high density RFID 
passive tag distribution to enhance the localisation accuracy; 
but has some limitations. The first limitation is that the high 
density tag distribution would increase the RFID tag collisions 
[24], which is due to the reduction of the distance and the 
greater variation of the behavior of tags. In this case, the 
precision of moving object localisation is reduced. The second 
limitation is that the high density distribution of RFID tags 
requires a large number of RFID tags, which makes the setup 
difficult and increases cost. With regard to this problem, the 
possibility of deploying various types of patterns for highly 
dense tag distribution is studied, such as random uniform and 
regular pattern tag distributions. Also, while passive RFID 
localisation system can achieve a higher accuracy than active 
RFID localisation system, it needs a high quality anti-collision 
algorithm and a sufficiently high scan range of RFID 
infrastructure to support it. Han et.al.[21] proposed an efficient 
localisation scheme with a triangular pattern based RFID 
passive tag distribution for mobile robot in a highly dense tag 
distribution environment, which reduces localisation accuracy 
up to 10 centimeters. But the precision improvement of this 
localisation scheme comes from the contribution of localisation 
algorithm, not from the enhanced design of tag distribution in a 
highly dense environment.  
Consequently, the efficient improvement of both accuracy and 
precision is a key challenging issue in current passive RFID 
localisation systems. Most researchers focus on increasing the 
tag distribution density to improve localisation accuracy, and 
then use either anti-collision process [24] embedded in the 
hardware of the RFID reader or advanced localisation 
algorithms [19], [28],[29] to enhance the localisation precision. 
However, advanced anti-collision processes for RFID devices 
are challenged by the physical constraint characteristics of 
Radio Frequency, due to the scattering and reflection of the 
transition signal which causes interference. The other solutions 
for improving localisation precision at algorithm level cannot 
fundamentally reduce the impacts of tag collision on 
localisation precision. The motivation of this research work is 
to find a RFID localisation solution for use normal conditions at 
the tag distribution stage for improving localisation precision, 
which essentially refers to the distribution of passive RFID tags. 
The major advantage of the consideration to improve 
localisation precision by using enhanced tag distribution is that 
the procedure of deploying passive RFID tags is independent to 
either the physical constraint characteristics of RFID hardware 
or the selected localisation algorithms. The application of 
advanced RFID hardware or improved localisation algorithms 
in passive RFID localisation systems can still be valid and 
effective. This paper investigates the use of sparse RFID tag 
distribution to improve the localisation precision in passive 
RFID localisation systems, for the required localisation 

accuracy.  
The influencing factors of tag distribution on accuracy and 
precision of passive RFID localisation systems are first 
investigated and defined, which are tag density and tag distance. 
A trial-and-error experimental approach is then adopted to 
explore the effect of these two factors of tag distribution on 
localisation accuracy and precision. Experimental results show 
that under the fully covered passive RFID tag distribution grid 
pattern; there is a trade-off between achievable localisation 
accuracy and precision in passive RFID localisation systems. A 
sparse RFID tag distribution strategy is proposed to enhance the 
system reading efficiency of passive RFID localisation systems 
and avoid the loss of localisation accuracy. The proposed 
technique is validated by a number of experiments to prove its 
efficiency on improving the precision with a required accuracy. 
The validation results show that the proposed method is 
superior to conventional grid pattern based tag distribution 
method in terms of localisation precision achieved for a given 
accuracy. The major contributions of this paper are as follows:  
1. A measure model for RFID tag distribution is proposed to 

qualitatively benchmark localisation accuracy and precision 
in passive RFID localisation systems.  

2. An exponential based function is derived by experimental 
observations that describe the relationship between tag 
density of RFID tag distribution and uncertainties of RFID 
system.  

3. A sparsely distributed passive RFID tags design strategy is 
proposed, that is capable of improving localisation precision 
for a given accuracy.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives an 
introduction to passive RFID localisation system including the 
concept of accuracy and precision. Section 3 describes the 
proposed experimental solution, which contains the 
experimental platform, design, results and analysis. Section 4 
and 5 present the design of the proposed sparse RFID tag 
distribution strategy and their experimental validation results 
respectively. Section 6 gives a summary of the conclusions and 
future work.  

II. PASSIVE RFID LOCALISATION OF MOVING OBJECTS  

A. Localisation Accuracy, Precision and Efficiency 
The concept of localisation accuracy, precision and efficiency 
in this paper can be clearly defined as follows:  
Accuracy: is the ability of the solution or system being able to 
measure the minimum moving distance of an object. In passive 
RFID localisation systems, accuracy is normally limited to the 
minimum distance between two adjacent tags of a passive 
RFID tag distribution pattern. Accuracy only considers the 
value of mean distance errors. 
Precision: is the ability of the solution or system being able to 
reach how closely and consistently the further measurements 
can be performed to obtain the ideal accurate result. Precision 
considers how consistently the localisation system works. In 
passive RFID localisation systems, precision is influenced by 
many factors, such as environment noise, signal strength, tag 
collision etc.  
Efficiency: is the ability of the solution or system being able to 
reach how accurate and precise the measurements can be. There 
is often a trade-off between accuracy and other characteristics. 



Some compromise between “suitable” accuracy and other 
characteristics is needed.  
Thus, the measurements of a passive RFID based localisation 
system can include the value, an error term and the units, such 
as 10 centimeters + /- 2.56 centimeters (i.e., accuracy is up to 10 
centimeters and precision is within 2.56 centimeters).   

B. Fundamentals of Passive RFID Based Localisation 
In a typical passive RFID based localisation system, moving 
objects are usually attached to RFID readers and multiple tags 
are used to be distributed on the floor to locate objects. RFID 
tag is used to mark a preliminary defined position point; RFID 
reader is usually attached to a moving object. The localisation 
technique is expected to enable the RFID reader to efficiently 
gather information and understand the context of the 
environment by using RFID tag’s location as well as stored 
information. Fig.1 illustrates a moving object in a passive RFID 
localisation system. RFID reader in Fig.1 is assumed to read 
multiple passive RFID tags at each moving step. The position 
of targeted moving object is denoted as ( , , )O x y z , which is 
equal to the position of RFID reader. Z  represents the height of 
RFID reader, which is equal to the distance HR  from antenna 

plane of RFID reader to RFID tags distribution plane. M  
represents the number of passive RFID tags having been 
detected by RFID reader at each time interval 
t . 1 1 2 2{ , },{ , },...{ , }m mx y x y x y  represent the coordinates of 

passive RFID tags being detected. At each time interval t , 
there is a spatial relationship between the position of targeted 
object and these coordinates as shown in Equation (1), where 
fx  an yf  respectively represent localisation algorithms to 

calculate the position of the targeted object from captured RFID 
data.  

 
Fig. 1 Fundamentals of passive RFID localisation system 

From Fig.1, it can be seen that this paper actually focuses on 2D 
localisation of an indoor moving object with passive RFID 
localisation system; since the height of RFID reader is usually 
fixed. Typically, the accuracy and precision in a passive RFID 
localisation system can be influenced by the design of RFID 
infrastructure and the choice of localisation algorithms. This 
paper focuses on studying the distribution of RFID tags on 
improving accuracy and precision. Thus, a simple and effective 

localisation algorithm proposed with the best localisation 
accuracy by Han [21] is chosen to process RFID data from each 
time step to calculate the object position, as follows:  

Min( , ,... ) Max( , ,... )1 2 1 2
2

Min( , ,... ) Max( , ,... )1 2 1 2
2

x x x x x xm mfx

y y y y y ym mfy

 



 

           
       (1)

 

C. Grid Patterns and Tag Distribution 
Grid patterns are the drawing templates for tag distribution. The 
well-proportioned grid pattern has been used for distributing 
tags in most passive RFID localisation systems [19][20]. This is 
done to guarantee the equivalent accuracy as the reader moves 
from one location to another. Also, the antenna used in RFID 
reader of this research is a directional antenna with dimensions 
614×334×25 mm. During the evaluation of sensing range (the 
height between RFID reader and tags), the effective read range 
for credit card size tag and button tag are around 35 centimeters 
and 2–3 centimeters respectively. On the condition of card tags, 
the sensing range is higher enough to model the antenna as an 
ellipse shape; but on the condition of button tag, the sensing 
range is too smaller so that the antenna has to be modeled as a 
rectangle with identical size of antenna. As illustrated in Fig.2, 
a well-proportioned grid pattern can be presented by denoting 
four parameters pC , pR , xD and yD in an effective detection 

area of RFID reader antenna, where pC  is the number of grid 

points placed on each column of the grid pattern; pR  is the 

number of grid points placed on each row of the grid pattern; 

xD is the distance between each two neighbouring grid points 

along the row direction of the grid pattern; yD is the distance 

between each two neighbouring gird points along the column 
direction of the grid pattern.  

    
Fig. 2 Grid pattern fully distributed by passive RFID tags 

Most passive RFID object localisation systems [19] [20] would 
place RFID Tags on each grid point of the Grid pattern covering 
full area, where gC  and gR represent the number of passive 

RFID tags placed on column and row direction of the Grid 
pattern points respectively. If  RFID tags fully cover the grid 
pattern, then ,p g p gC C R R  .                                                  



III. MEASURE MODEL FOR ACCURACY AND PRECISION  

This section defines a model with few equations, which are 
used to separately measure the accuracy, precision and 
efficiency in a passive RFID localisation solution. With a grid 
pattern as shown in Fig. 2, The number of grid points designed 
in an effective detection area of RFID reader antenna can be 
denoted as N , the number of passive RFID tags distributed in 
an effective detection area of RFID reader antenna can be 
denoted as M , where N and M satisfy Equation (2).  
 

p p

g g

N C R

M C R

 
  

                                            (2) 

 

A. Measure for Localisation Accuracy and Precision  
Typically, the accuracy and precision of a passive RFID 
localisation system are affected by many influencing issues, i.e. 
the type, position, and direction of tags; the moving speed of 
camera; the type, position and angle of antenna; the power, 
type, gain, frequency range, and number of antenna; the work 
environment and localisation algorithm. This work merely 
focuses on the impacts of RFID tag distribution on localisation 
accuracy and precision in a passive RFID localisation system. 
The localisation algorithm used for verification is based on 
Equation (1), as long as at least one new tag ( , , ... )1 2Min x x xm , 

( , , ... )1 2Max x x xm , ( , , ... )1 2Min y y ym  
or ( , , ... )1 2Max y y ym is 

theoretically detected along moving direction. New position of 
RFID reader should be identified, as shown in Fig.3. In this 
situation, localisation accuracy is merely decided by the 
parameters xD and yD . The first equation of this model to 

measure the localisation accuracy can therefore be written as:  
        

           Accurracy :
A Dx x
A Dy y






                                        (3) 

 
The measure of localisation precision in a passive RFID 
localisation system is related to various factors, even with a 
known localisation algorithm. In order to evaluate the impacts 
of tag distribution on localisation precision, a benchmark 
named as system reading efficiency is used to reflect the 
successful detection ability of a passive RFID localisation 
system. System Reading Efficiency (SRE) is defined as the 
ratio of the number of successful RFID tag readings to the total 
number of RFID tag readings attempted. The practical value of 
SRE can be a value between “0” and “1”. As for tag distribution, 
the value of SRE would be relevant to the number of passive 
RFID tags distributed in an effective detection area of RFID  

 
Fig.3 Theoretical situation of Equation (1) on keeping accuracy 
with the reduced number of RFID tags. 
 
reader antenna M. The impact of tag distribution on SRE can be 
defined by a function, which is relevant to the parameter M; this 
function can be written as:  
 

( ) ( , )SRE g gf M f C RF                                 (4) 

 
Considering that passive RFID tags are produced by the same 
manufacturer, the detection ability of individual passive RFID 
tag is approximately equivalent, so SREF  can be assumed as the 

probability of an individual passive RFID tag being detected 
within an effective reading area of RFID reader. Practically, 
localisation algorithm used in Equation (1) requires at least one 
new tag being practically detected along moving direction, new 
position of RFID reader could then be identified. Consequently, 
precision can be measured by the possible number of RFID tags 
being detected along each border of RFID reader. The measure 
for localisation precision can be written as:  
 

      

( )

( )
Precision : x g SRE g

y g SRE g

P R F R f M

P C F C f M

   
    

                   (5) 

 

B. Experimental Measure for SRE 
SRE typically varies with diverse RFID devices and their 
configurations. The measurement of SRE has to be conducted 
by a trial-and-error experimental solution, on a particular 
experimental platform. The time sampling method can be used 
to practically measure the SRE. Considering the need of a 
sufficient response time for the detection of multiple RFID 



passive tags, interval is more suitable than real time continuous 
observation in this case. An evaluation function is defined in 
this experimental solution to measure SRE. Each time interval 
denoted as t, and the total number of sampling times denoted as 
T; at each individual time interval, RFID reader is assumed to 
practically detect a certain number of passive RFID tags tm ; 

the expected number of passive RFID tags being detected could 
be presented by tM , which is equivalent to M  in Equation (2). 

SRE can be calculated by using Equation (6).  

1 1

T T

t t

g g

m m
SRE

M T C R T
 

  

 
                                       (6) 

Where:SRE is value of System Reading Efficiency; T is the 
total number of sampling times; t  is time interval of each 
sampling time; tm is Number of RFID tags being practically 

detected at each time interval t. 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SOLUTION 

This section aims to explore the factors affecting the accuracy 
and precision of a passive RFID localisation system. In terms of 
Equation (3), localisation accuracy has a noticeably qualitative 
relationship with xD and yD ; but the localisation precision in 

Equation (5) has not built an explicit relationship with its 
relevant parameters M,gC and gR ; the purpose of experimental 

solution is to explore the relationship between localisation 
precision and tag density of RFID tag distribution. 

A. Experimental Platform  

The RFID system used in the experiment in this paper is one 
RightTag RFID Fixed Panel mid-range reader with 
specifications as follow: operating frequency 13.56 MHz, 
anti-collision, antenna size of 66×30 cm2, and multiple passive 
button (3×3 cm2) and card tags (5×8 cm2) with high frequency. 
The experimental platform is built in an indoor environment. 
RFID tags are regularly placed at predefined locations 
following a pattern to store known absolute-position. The tag 
distance is initially given as 5 centimeters to provide the highest 
density in this experimental platform, and gradually increases 
to see the change of SRE. For the simple control of the mobile 
object, four small wheels are separately installed on the corners 
of RFID reader with a height 3-5 cm to floor. The moving 
trajectory of mobile object is assumed to be a simple straight 
line so that mobile object can be manually moving forward. The 
observation of SRE follows Equation (6) in section III. Within a 
time interval, mobile object moves forward with a known 
accuracy, which normally equals to the tag distance. If any tags 
are correctly observed once, RFID reader reads their ID and 
transfers then to computer so that SRE can be measured once. 
The total number of sampling time is taken as 20 to average the 
mean of SRE. Practically, RFID reader has to wait sufficient 
time period until the majority of RFID tags within an effective 
detection area of RFID antenna are scanned and their data are 
processed. Time interval is an important issue that affects the 
correctness of SRE measurement. The time intervals of the 
experiments are tested in 20, 40, 60, 90 and 120 seconds 
respectively. The results in Table 1 show that the period of 40 

seconds can approximately give an SRE up to 50%, but after 
that the increase of time intervals cannot significantly enhance 
SRE, the period of 60 seconds and 120 seconds can only give 
SRE to 52% and 55%. Intervals less than 40 seconds can 
significantly decrease SRE. Therefore, the period of every 
interval can be initially taken as 40 seconds by experimental 
evaluation, which means that mobile object has to stay for 40 
seconds once it moves to a new position.  

Table.1. SRE measurements with different time intervals.  

Time 
intervals 

20 40 60 90 120 

SRE 23% 50% 52% 55% 56% 

B. Impacts of M on SRE.  
This section shows experiment results of impacts of M on SRE. 
M refers to the total number of RFID tags placed in an efficient 
detection area of RFID antenna. If RFID tags are chosen as 
button tags or card tags, height of RFID reader would be 
determined by an effective sensing range of RFID tags, so that 
an effective detection area of RFID antenna would be known as 
a constant value. The experimental procedure is to test SRE 
against reducing M regularly in a typical grid pattern in Fig.2. 
For button tags, six sets of different tag densities are tested, 
with Cg  and Rg in this grid pattern as 11×4, 6×4, 6×2, 4×2, 

3×2 and 3×1. For card tags, seven sets of different tag densities 
are tested, with Cg  and Rg in this grid pattern as 12×5, 9×3, 

6×3, 3×3, 3×2, 2×2 and 2×1. From these experimental results, 

the relationship between M and SRE of RFID button tags and 
card tags can be shown in Fig.4. Fig.4 illustrates that as M 
reduces, SRE would gradually increase on both RFID button 
and card tags. When RFID button tag distribution is under a 
low-level tag density, SRE would sharply increase; oppositely, 
when button tag distribution is under a high-level tag density, 
SRE would not dramatically increase. Additionally, RFID 
button tags can offer a higher SRE than RFID card tags in this 
experiment. The main reason is that due to the larger size of 
card tag, dense card tag environment usually creates a severe 
shadowing effect than dense button environment, given an 
equal tag distance. 

 
Fig.4 Impacts of M on SRE  



The experimental results in Fig.4 also indicate that on both 
passive RFID button and card tag conditions, SRE follows a 
non-linear monotonic decreasing function. The value of SRE 
can be continuously enhanced by reducing M in a grid pattern. 
The impacts of M on SRE can be approximated by using curve 
fitting techniques. The methods of Power function fitting; 
polynomial fitting and exponential function fitting can all be 
used to fit a monotonically decreasing function. Considering 
the fact that the value of SRE is within a range from 0 to 1, the 
exponential function with one estimated parameter is more 
suitable to describe Equation (7):  
 

( ) g ga C Ra M
SREF f M e e                               (7) 

 
Where: a is an estimated rate of exponential parameter.  
 
Another noticeable issue is that the reduction of tag density in 
last section is regular on both column and row. However, it is 
possible to regularly reduce the tag density on either column or 
row. The experimental results show that the effect of reducing 
directional tag density is merely obvious with a lower M. 
Meanwhile, some experiments have been carried out to explore 
the impact of RFID reader moving direction on SRE. The 
results show that the impact of RFID reader moving direction 
on SRE clearly appears in a low tag density. On a middle or 
high level tag density, the effect of RFID moving directions on 
SRE can be ignored. Regarding the relationship between N and 
M in Equation (2), in previous studies, most researchers use 
fully distribution of tags on grid pattern, which means that the 
value of N equals the value of M. Therefore, on this condition, 
the impact of N on SRE is actually identical to the impact of M 
on SRE. The investigation of this paper starts from current tag 
distribution pattern and differentiates the concepts of M and N, 
also their influences on accuracy and precision. N would 
merely determine the accuracy of passive RFID location 
system, M would affect the value of SRE, further impacts the 
precision of passive RFID location system. 

C. Experimental Findings and Discussions 
The experimental findings of the above sections can be 
concluded as follow:  
1. The parameter M in RFID tag distribution is a major factor 

impacting on SRE in a passive RFID localisation solution.  
2. The impact of parameter M in RFID tag distribution on the 

value of SRE approximately follows a monotonically 
decreasing trend. It can be fitted by an exponential based 
function.  

3. On a similar experimental platform and given a similar tag 
distance, passive RFID button tag has a higher SRE than 
passive RFID card tag.  

The experimental findings imply that there is a difficulty to get 
both high accuracy and precision of a passive RFID localisation 
system. High accuracy in a passive RFID localisation system 
requires a high density of tag distribution, which increases the 
number of tags in an effective reading area so that SRE would 
be reduced. The low value of SRE would lead to a loss of 
localisation precision in a passive RFID localisation system. 
The possible way to get both high accuracy and precision in a 
passive RFID localisation system is to achieve a balance choice 

between tag density of an RFID tag distribution and SRE. 
Considering the experimental findings in Fig.4, RFID button 
tag is more feasible to be applied in our case than RFID card 
tag. Thus we would focus on determining an explicit function 
for RFID button tag to describe a relationship between 
localisation precision and its relevant parameters gC and gR . 

The value of parameter a in Equation (7) can be estimated by 
using Least Squares Fitting of observed data. For button tags, 
localisation accuracy and precision in a passive RFID based 
localisation system can be written as below:  
 

Accurracy : x x

y y

A D

A D
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Essentially, the usefulness of conducting measurement model 
using Equation (8) and (9) significantly relies on the effect of 
the experimental errors. One factor that possibly increases the 
experimental errors is whether the value of parameters in 
Equation (6) has been chosen feasibly. If the total number of 
sampling times is too little or the time interval is too short, the 
measurement of SRE is impacted largely by experimental errors. 
Another factor possibly producing the experimental errors is 
the variation of experimental environment. The conducted 
measurement model assumes that a low moving speed does not 
influence the measure of SRE. In mobile RFID systems, the 
speed of mobile object may change significantly. In this case, 
the experimental errors would largely impact on the usefulness 
of measurement model.  

V. SPARSE RFID TAG DISTRIBUTION STRATEGY  

Based on findings in the last section, if RFID tag distribution 
fully fills Grid Pattern in Fig.2, as the number of RFID tags M 
increases, localisation accuracy can be improved as the distance 

xD and yD are reduced; but localisation precision would be 

reduced as the SRE is reduced according to Equation (7). The 
fully covered tag distribution gives an impression that accuracy 
is directly defined by tag distance. This implies that there is a 
difficulty to get both high accuracy and precision of a passive 
RFID localisation system with a fully covered tag distribution. 
However, in the part B of last section, we have already 
distinguished the difference of concept of M and N. Accuracy is 
actually impacted by point distance of grid pattern related to N. 
Precision is actually affected by SRE related to M. So, sparse 
tag distribution offers a possibility to distinguish M and N since 
the points of grid pattern would not be fully covered. However, 
the successful application of sparse tag distribution method is 
based on an important assumption on the use of localisation 
algorithm in Han [21] in Equation (1), which is verified as a 
state-of-the-art passive localisation system. It implies an 
effective rectangle based feature selection method to filter 
RFID raw data. With other feature selection methods, the 
proposed sparse tag distribution method may be not valid. As 
shown in Fig.3 in section III , there is a rule in theoretical 
situation, which is that as long as at least one new tag is 



practically detected along moving direction, new position of 
RFID reader can be identified. Based on this rule, the 
appropriated reduction of tag density does not lead to the loss of 
accuracy. Regarding precision, it is mainly influenced by tag 
density. The inspiration behind sparse tag distribution strategy 
is to seek out the possibility of reducing tag density to improve 
precision, but keeping accuracy as constant. Fig.5 illustrates an 
initial theoretical analysis on the trend of localisation accuracy 
and precision with M between full RFID tag distribution and 
Sparse RFID tag distribution in a theoretical situation on the 
assumption of using algorithm in Han [21].  
 

,C C R Rp g p g                        ,C C R Rp g p g  

 

Fig.5 Comparison between two types of tag distributions in a 
theoretical situation of using algorithm in Han [21]. 
In order to verify the above theoretical possibility, several 
experiments are carried out. Based on the experimental 
findings, button tags are selected since they have a higher SRE 
than card buttons. If localisation accuracy is given as 10 
centimeters, then 10cmx yD D  , 4g pC C   

and 6g pR R  . A fully covered RFID Button tag distribution 

over grid pattern is shown in Fig. 2. The accuracy and precision 
in Equation (8) and (9) can be written as:  
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With a given unchangeable parameters xD and yD of a Grid 

Pattern, localisation accuracy cannot be influenced by the 
changeable parameters gC and gR  in tag distribution. But for 

localisation precision, the value of parameters gC and gR  has 

to be evaluated with the possible maximum value of precision 
determined by Equation (11). Fig.6 illustrates the precision 
value of Equation (11) with different value of parameters 

gC and gR  in tag distribution. In Fig.6, when 3gC  , the 

precision X curve marked by solid line can reach its largest 
value; when 4 or 5gR  , the precision Y curve marked by dash 

line can reach the largest value. It means that it is possible to 

reduce one RFID button tag on each column of grid pattern, so 
that 3gC  , 18M  and 4 or 5gR  . 

 

Fig.6 Comparison of different gC and gR  in tag distribution 

Ensuring the accuracy being achieved, it also has to guarantee 
that either row or column of grid patterns is placed at least one 
tag. Then a sparse RFID tag distribution strategy can be 
summarized below: 
 
1. To check the possibility of sparse RFID tag distribution: If 

the extracted value of gC  and gR
 
can satisfy the 

condition ,g p g pC C R R  , then the possibility exists.  

2. To determine the column or row direction of reducing tags: 
if ( ) ( )p g p gC C R R   , reducing tags from column 

direction of grid pattern, the reduced number of tags on 
each column is( )p gC C ; otherwise, reducing tags from 

row direction, the reduced number of tags on each row is 
( )p gR R  . 

3. To produce the sparse RFID tag distribution: start from 
original grid pattern; if ( ) ( )p g p gC C R R   , from the 

first column, reduce( )p gC C tags; otherwise, from the 

first row, reduce ( )p gR R tags; however, the reduction of 

tags in each column or row has to avoid the same row or 
column of its neighbor tags.  

4. To recheck the sparse RFID tag distribution to ensure there 
is at least one tag on each row or column direction.  

 
Regarding the above strategy, with given gC and gR , there are 

possibly more than one shape sparse tag distributions. For 
instance, Fig.7 shows that two different sparse RFID button 
tags distributions by using the results from Fig.6. V-shape and 
Z- shape reduction methods are respectively used to reduce 
some button tags in the original grid pattern, so two kind of 
improved RFID button Tag Distribution are produced. 
 



 
 
(a) Fully covered RFID button tags distribution  
 

 
      

 (b) V-shape sparse RFID button tags distribution  
 

     
      

(c) Z-shape sparse RFID button tags distribution  
 

Fig.7 Grid pattern and two sparse RFID button tag 
distributions.  

VI. EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION  

To evaluate the validity of the proposed sparse RFID tag 
distribution strategy for a passive RFID localisation system, a 
number of experiments have been carried out. The goal of these 
experiments is to evaluate the accuracy and precision of object 
localisation with the proposed two sparse RFID button tag 
distributions in Fig.7 and originally fully covered grid pattern 
RFID tag distributions on different moving object trajectories. 
The experimental setup is in a real deployment, and all the 
experimental data is observed by practical experiments. The 
RFID system used in the experiment is same as section IV, 
which is one RightTag RFID Fixed Panel mid-range Reader 
with specifications as follow: operating frequency 13.56 MHz, 
anti-collision, antenna size of 66 × 30 cm2, and multiple passive 
RFID button tags with high frequency. The antenna used in 
RFID reader is a directional antenna. The antenna bandwidth is 
1MHz @ -3dB and the antenna impedance is 50Ohm @ 13.56 
MHz. For all validation in this section, localisation accuracy is 
given as up to 10 centimeters. Button tags are respectively 
allocated as different pattern show in Fig.7.  
During the experimental procedure, RFID reader is attached on 
four wheels, and moves forward step by step with the given 
accuracy. In practical experimental processes, the distance of 
RFID reader moving between two time steps is equal to this 
accuracy, which is 10 centimeters. At each time step, the time 
intervals are 40 seconds. Three moving trajectories are 
respectively tested which are to move along X axis, move along 
Y axis and move along both X and Y axis. In each trajectory, 
time step of localisation sequence is measured by 12. 
Localisation algorithm for calculating object position is to use 
Equation (1) in section II . The experimental results of object 
moving along X axis, Y axis, both X and Y axes are shown in 
Fig.8-10. Accuracy is already set as 10 centimeters; precision 
of different RFID tag distributions are compared by calculating 
the accuracy errors with different criteria, RMSE (Root Mean 
Square Error) and RE (Range of Error), are shown in Table.2. 
 

Fig.8 RFID sensing trajectory along X axis.  



 
Fig.9 RFID sensing trajectory along Y axis.  
 

Fig.10 RFID sensing trajectory along both X axis and Y axis.  
 
The above results illustrate that both V-shape and Z-shape 
sparse RFID button tag distribution patterns can give a better 
localisation performance than full RFID button tag distribution 
grid pattern. This phenomenon occurs apparently on object 
moving along X axis, as shown in Fig.8. While on object 
moving along Y axis, V-shape and Z-shape sparse RFID button 
tag distributions cannot give an obviously improved 
localisation performance than full RFID Button tag distribution; 
the localisation precision on some time steps at 2 and 9 is 
reduced in original RFID button tag grid pattern. Comparing to 
the above two case, the localisation error is more obvious in the 
case of moving along both X and Y axis. In Fig.10, original 
RFID button tag grid pattern produces some huge errors on 
some time steps at 7, 11 and 12, but V-shape and S-shape sparse 
RFID button tag distribution patterns give a significantly better 
performance than the grid pattern. There are some slightly 
difference of localisation performance between V-shape and 
Z-shape sparse tag distributions, especially on moving along 
both X and Y axis. However, it is apparent that the trajectories’ 
shape of V-shape and Z-shape are similar.  
Regarding the three trajectories, the precision is measured by 
the root mean squared error (RMSE) and RE (Range of Error) 
of localisation accuracy, illustrated in Table.2.  
 

Table.2. Comparison of RMSE and RE of precision on different 
tag distributions 
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Τραϕεχτορψ 
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10 χm 10 χm 10 χm 
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Table.2 firstly shows that compared to fully covered grid 
pattern by passive RFID tag distribution, localisation precision 
in two sparse tag distributions pattern have been significantly 
improved. RMSE of precision improves from 10 centimeters in 
grid pattern to up to 3 centimeters in sparse tag distributions. 
RE of precision also improves from (-10, 12) centimeters in 
grid pattern to up to (-5,-5) centimeters in sparse tag 
distributions. While the precision improvement on objective 
position X and Y is with different degrees, localisation 
precision of object moving along three different trajectories can 
be enhanced nearly 50% with the proposed two sparse tag 
distributions. Secondly, Table.1 also indicates that the general 
precision improvement of V-shape and Z-shape sparse tag 
distributions is approximately similar. The reason is that in 
Fig.7, the number of tags being practically placed in both 
V-shape and Z-shape are the same (as 18 tags) and the 
parameters gC and gR in two of them are equal, therefore 

regarding Equation (11), their precisions have to be 
approximately the same. As for localisation accuracy, tag 
distance between those two patterns is equivalent to 10 
centimeters, so it means that localisation accuracy is unchanged. 
To this end, the proposed sparse RFID tag distribution method 
is superior to the current grid pattern based RFID tag 
distribution method in terms of precision. 
There is a noticeable issue in this strategy that the strategy is not 
valid for low-level tag density. It means that the reduction of 



tag number in originally full grid pattern has a minimum limit. 
Additionally, the coverage area of the RFID reader may not be 
regular; it may affect the tags being removed in a grid pattern. 
So it requires finding the most suitable tag distance at the 
beginning to minimize this effect. In this case, tag distance has 
been set to 10 centimeters to ignore the irregular coverage area 
of the RFID reader by initial experimental testing. While it is 
possible to reduce button tag distance, the impact of irregular 
coverage area of the RFID reader would be obvious. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 

This paper addresses the major technical issues of how to use 
passive RFID localisation systems to efficiently achieve the 
object localisation with high accuracy and precision. By 
identifying the influencing factors of RFID tag distribution, it 
first defines a measure for accuracy and precision in a passive 
RFID localisation system with regard to RFID tag distribution. 
An exponential based function is then derived from 
experimental measurement, which reflects the relationship 
between RFID tag distribution and localisation precision. This 
function shows that localisation precision is mainly determined 
by tag density of RFID tag distribution. Based on the 
experimental findings, a sparse RFID tag distribution strategy 
is proposed. The validation results show that the proposed 
sparse tag distribution strategy is superior to conventional grid 
tag distribution methods in term of localisation precision 
achieved for a given accuracy. However, the application of 
proposed sparse tag distribution strategy is based on two 
assumptions. The first one is to use a localisation algorithm in 
Han [20], which implies an effective rectangle based feature 
selection method to filter RFID raw data. With other feature 
selection methods, the proposed sparse tag distribution method 
is not valid. Another one is based on the observation of 
experimental evaluation of RFID devices. The purpose of 
precision model is to find the peak value of the curve. In many 
cases, the fully covered RFID distribution can give the peak 
value for the best precision. But on some cases, it may not give 
the peak value. This proposed method aims to show the 
possibility of improving precision of passive RFID location 
system with a new way. While this possibility may be not 
generic to every case, it is effective in most passive RFID 
location cases. Regarding the above two assumptions, the 
usefulness of proposed mathematical models may be partly 
limited. The methodology in this research work is however 
valid for different RFID devices and infrastructures. 
The limitation of this work is that firstly the RFID products 
vary from one manufacturer to another; it depends on 
performance of tags or readers so the experimental results 
might lead to different values. Secondly, the object localisation 
accuracy and precision are also related to the localisation 
algorithm, here it merely uses one localisation algorithm; but 
potentially other algorithms may achieve better results. Thirdly, 
the experimental trajectory in this work is only evaluated in 
straight line situation. If the object does not move along straight 
line, the efficiency of new RFID tag distribution requires more 
investigations. The future work on this field would include the 
investigation of the above limitations.    
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